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1. Introduction – Structure of This Speech
• The global academic workforce leaving digital traces in their publications.

• From publications to scientists; 
• Scientists and structured Big Data.

• The focus, an exploratory approach.
• Why age matters in science studies.

• Academic career research; 
• Academic cohorts; 
• Productivity and age; 
• Academic age and biological age. 

• Data, procedures, limitations & methodological choices.
• Results.

• Changing median age over time (1990-2020); 
• Snapshots 2020 vs. longitudinal data 1990-2020; 
• Disciplines, (countries) & gender; 
• Male to Female Ratio (MFR); 
• Zooming in on young scientists; zooming in on old scientists.

• Final words and implications.
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2. The Global Academic Workforce Leaving Digital Traces…
• Academics leave traces in their printed publications. 
• We can examine them. And combine them with biographical & 

administrative & related data, national & international. Record
linkage!

• The academic workforce can be traced using temporal, topical, 
geographical, and network analyses.

• Tracing academics & their careers:
• over the years (longitudinal approach) vs. in points in time;
• across countries (institutions; cities); as teams & as individuals; 
• as men & women; as juniors & seniors;
• across academic disciplines.

• Remarkable level of detail and scale available: measuring the 
academic workforce with ever more precision possible!

• Structured (Big) data preferred (Scopus raw data, WoS Core Collection
raw data, national registries of scientists, national CRIS systems data).

• We can study huge amounts of data to discover patterns in how
science operates - that would otherwise be just imperceptible.
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3. From Publications to 
Individual Scientists as a 
Unit of Analysis

• A major transition: from raw global metadata on 
publications (bibliometrics) to raw global 
metadata on individual scientists (global 
academic profession studies).

• From millions of publications to millions or
hundreds of thousands of scientists (and their 
characteristics).

• The individual scientist as the unit of analysis.
• Here: changing demographics of the global

scientific workforce.
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4. The Academic Workforce & Structured Big Data: What to Explore?
• What can be explored today at the scientist’s level, at a 

scale unimaginable a decade ago?
• Research productivity & publication types (e.g. article) and

journal profile (e.g. top journals).
• Collaboration & its major types (international, national, 

institutional, solo; also same-sex, mixed-sex, solo).
• Citations representing the influence on the global 

academic community, or scholarly impact.
• Academic mobility & its major types (national and cross-

national; also cross-sectoral: academia-industry etc.).
• Research funding (Acknowledgement sections in papers).
• Academic credits, authorship (”corresponding author” etc)
• Basically - all scholarly activities recorded in publications 

metadata (or in administrative & biographical datasets).
• Studied by gender – and by age (academic seniority)!
• Studied both statically (e.g. 2020) and dynamically, over

time (e.g. 2000-2020).
• Here: only demograhics (age & gender).
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5. Introductory Remarks: The Focus
• The changing age profile of the global scientific 

workforce (38 OECD countries). 
• Traditional focus on the “graying of the academic 

profession” (or the “aging of the professoriate”). 
Here: scientists from all sectors. 

• Probably the first comprehensive research focused 
on changes over time (1990-2020), across 26 
disciplines, age groups, and gender.

• Focus on the global dimension (not: comparative 
cross-national).

• The individual scientist in focus, then aggregations.
• Final sample: 5 million scientists.
• A cross-sectional (2020) and a longitudinal (1990-

2020) approach.
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6. Introductory Remarks: Exploratory Approach
• The popular assumption (untested): the 

academic profession is getting older (= having 
ever larger cohorts of older scientists). 

• Unclear whether this assumption is universally
justified, correct across disciplines, countries.

• We explore:
• (1) the what: what can be known about the

demographics of the scientific workforce 
globally, 

• (2) the where: where the potential data 
can be located, and 

• (3) the how: how the global aging can be 
adequately measured. 
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7. Introductory Remarks: Long Careers in Science
• No comprehensive global account, past or current

(national-level studies e.g. Gu & Blackmore 2017 
Australia; Savage & Olejniczak 2021 USA). 

• A major obstacle in global studies? Access to reliable 
data pertaining to scientists’ age. 

• We use academic age as a valid proxy of biological age
• Kwiek and Roszka, ”Academic vs. biological age in

research on academic careers: a large-scale study
with implications for scientifically developing 
systems, Scientometrics, 2022, a whole national 
system, 24 disciplines, N=21,000.

• Careers in science are generally long: only a limited 
number stay on in the science sector for decades; a 
long period of training, followed by a long professional 
career ladder.

• Our sample: all scientists who appeared at least three 
times in publications in three different years in the past 
three decades (incl. once in 2010-2020).
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8. Age Matters: Age in Academic Career Research
• Biological age has been an important sociodemographic

factor in sociological and bibliometric studies of academic 
careers for more than half a century 

• (Lehman 1953; Zuckerman & Merton 1973; Pelz & 
Andrews 1976; Kyvik 1990; Levin & Stephan 1991; Kyvik & 
Olsen 2008). 

• Six different hypotheses were suggested (Kyvik & Olsen 2008: 
441–442) to explain reduced research performance of 
universities with an aging academic staff:

• Three hypotheses related to a decline in productivity
(“the utility maximizing hypothesis”, “the seniority 
burden hypothesis”, and “the cumulative disadvantage 
hypothesis”), and:

• Three hypotheses related to a decline in creativity of 
research (“the age decrement hypothesis”, “the 
obsolescence hypothesis”, and “the intellectual deadlock 
hypothesis”). 
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9. Age Matters: Cohorts & Academic Career Research
• Some cohorts may be more research productive than others 

due to different competition levels in hiring in their early 
years (and also due to different research funding 
opportunities at that time). 

• Scientists hired under different conditions may stay on in 
academia for decades. 

• Academic cohorts may be more or less productive from the 
moment they have entered the academic profession.

• Some cohorts may have always been characterized by low (or
by high) productivity (Kyvik 1990). 

• The academic careers of scientists are affected by events 
that occur at the time of obtaining a PhD: in other words, 
“cohort matters” (Stephan 2012).
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10. Age Matters: Productivity in Academic Career Research
(Country-Level Examples)

• Norway (N=11,500 scientists): productivity increases with 
age, reaching a peak late in careers and declining thereafter
(Aksnes et al. 2011a). 

• Canada (Quebec) (N=6,388 university professors) (Gingras et 
al. 2008): productivity first increases sharply with age, and 
then increases at a slower pace at about 40; it reaches its 
peak at about 50. 

• Spain: Costas and Bordons (2010): top researchers are 
younger than the other two research productivity classes
(low and medium classes). 

• Italy: Abramo et al. (2016): as age increases, there is a high 
decline in full professors’ productivity. However, professors 
appointed at a young age are more likely to maintain or
increase their productivity than colleagues promoted at a 
later age.
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11. Academic Age as a Proxy of Biological Age Thus Far

• Biological age is generally unavailable for large-scale studies. 
• However, the academic age (or the time elapsed from the first publication) is a good proxy for the 

biological age (Robinson-Garcia et al. 2020; Milojević 2012; Nane et al. 2017). 
• The date of first publication in Scopus or Web of Science can be calculated and used for research 

purposes for all scientists – at the level of institutions, cities, disciplines, journals, and countries.
• Academic age has been rarely used in research thus far: a limited access to first publication data. 
• The date of the first publication was applied less than 20 times.

• see, e.g. Milojević 2012; Radicchi & Castellano 2013; Nane et al. 2017; Robinson-Garcia et al. 2020; Aref et 
al. 2019; Simoes & Crespo 2020; Petersen 2015. 

• Biological age has been studied through two major proxies: 
• (1) the date of first publication and 
• (2) the date of receiving a PhD. 
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12. Methodological Limitations & Biases
• The data set bias (Scopus or Web of Science come with 

their own linguistic, geographical, and disciplinary biases). 
• However, other data sets than global bibliometric 

sources cannot be easily used in global studies (beyond 
single institutions or single countries). 

• Gender differences cannot be easily examined without 
massive gender ascription to publication authors – done
in big data sets. 

• Different probability levels in ascribing individual names to 
gender & individual author IDs to real scientists. E.g. high
percentages in Poland & Russia vs. low in China).

• Globally, younger cohorts are generally more present in 
global data sets than older cohorts, with implications for 
age structure biases. 

• We study here only publishing scientists (no other data 
sources available for study at a global level with 
individual scientists as units of analysis). 
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13. General Approach
• We use three dimensions to study

demographics within 26 disciplines: 
• The current median age (a snapshot, as 

of 2020) across disciplines; 
• The shift in the median age over time

(years 1990-2020) across disciplines; 
and 

• The overall number of scientists & their 
age distribution across disciplines: in 
2020 and in the 1990-2020 period. 

• Some disciplines were younger (and others 
were older) at the starting point of 1990.

• And some disciplines have larger increases 
in the median age (and others have smaller 
increases) in 1990-2020.
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14. Data and Procedures
• The only large-scale data about the average age of the scientific workforce 

available today are aggregated, cover the European Union only, and come 
from the Eurostat (Eurostat 2022, under the Human Resources in Science 
and Technology HRSC section). 

• However, the Eurostat dataset does not offer the microdata at the level of 
individual scientists.

• ICSR Lab // Kristy James: research metadata that power Elsevier’s Scopus, a 
powerful computational platform.

• Lukasz Szymula, MA, doctoral student, ongoing research with MK (using ICSR Lab) 
on aging of the academic profession.

• Major steps:
• Step 1: List all publications by each author (lifetime)
• Step 2: Determine the year of the author's first publication (any type)
• Step 3: Obtain the gender of the researcher (0.85 probability)
• Step 4: Calculate the age of the researcher at the time of publication.
• Step 5: Determine the discipline of the publication (the mode of all cited

references in all publications, lifetime, articles only)
• Step 6: Include filtering 1: year 1990-2020
• Step 7: Include filtering 2: 38 OECD countries
• Step 8: Obtaining the results

• After restriction on OECD countries: 11,074,331 scientists
• After cap on minimum 3 years of activity:  4.9 MIL scientists

• All calculations performed on our final sample: N = 4.9 MIL scientists
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15. Methodological Choices
• Only researchers with uniquely defined attributes

(gender, academic age, one scientific discipline & one 
country of affiliation). 

• Years of scientific activity confirmed by publications. 
• Initial analyses (a sample of 33 MIL scientists)

choosing 1 year of scientific activity as the 
minimum criterion.

• Final approach used: a smaller sample (5 MIL) 
resulting from a 3-year minimum period of 
publication activity (in the 30 years studied,
including at least one year in the last decade). 

• Admittedly, the second approach reduced our 
sample.

• But our sample includes scientists with a more stable 
presence in science - and excludes episodic scientists
(i.e. those who appeared in Scopus only once).
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16. The Changing Median Age: a Single Measure

• From the three measures of central value (the 
mean, the mode, and the median), we have chosen 
the median.

• The median seems to work best for our research 
purposes. 

• The median age is a useful summary measure 
(unlike the mean, unaffected by extreme values).

• The main disadvantage: the median age reveals 
nothing about the details of the age distribution: 
“contrasting age structures sometimes have the 
same median age” (Rowland 2003: 94). 

• Therefore we also refer to age pyramids, and 
specifically to the distribution of the youngest and 
the oldest cohorts.
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18. The Median Age of the Scientific Workforce, by Discipline, 1990-2020
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19. The Change in the Median Age between 1990 and 2020, by Discipline
(the Difference between 1990 and 2020 Shown in Years)

• Red points. Every 
discipline: the median 
age in 1990 (a starting 
point) and in 2020 (a 
point of departure).

• Some disciplines 
increased their median 
age much more than 
others.

• Some disciplines had 
already higher median 
age at starting points. 

• The three largest 
disciplines (MED, BIO, 
ENG) noted increase
from 6-7 years to 11-12 
years.
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20. The Change in the Median Age between 1990 and 2020, by 
Discipline (Difference Shown in Years)

• Different speed of aging.

• The largest increase: BUS 
business and economics
(and small NURS): 8 years
increase.

• The smallest increase:
ENER and CHEM (3 years).

• Consistently with popular 
beliefs, the median age of 
scholars active in BUS, 
HUM, and ECON is indeed 
increasing much faster 
than in other non-STEM 
disciplines (7-8 years).

• The largest discipline 
(MED) is in the middle of 
aging disciplines (5 years)
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21. The Trend: the Median Age in 1990-2020
• We have studied the trend of the median age in 1990-2020. The analysis uses a linear trend in the 

form of y = ax+b (in the most simplified form), 
• where a is a directional coefficient (indicating the average change from year to year), 

• In all disciplines, the median age increases from year to year - that is: all disciplines are aging. 
However, the speed of aging varies.

• Six disciplines are aging faster than 0.15 years per year e.g. VET 0.19 (95% confidence interval 0.16-
0.22) and IMMU 0.18 (0.15-0.21).

• For 10 disciplines the directional coefficient a is 0.1-0.15 e.g. ECON 0.15 (0.11-0.19) and COMP 0.14 
(0.11-018).

• The slowest aging disciplines for which the directional coefficient a is less than 0.1 are ENG, SOC, 
DENT, MATER, CHEMENG, PSYCH and CHEM; the slowest aging is ENER (by 0.04 years per year).

• The median age increases year-to-year on average by the value of the coefficient a.
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22. The Median Age: Trend Statistics
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23. Aging: Regression Models
• There is a significant increasing trend in all disciplines.
• The quality of the resulting models varies: the two models that best fit the empirical data have an R2 of 

0.85. 
• The models do not tell us how much the academic staff in each discipline is aging, but they do indicate 

that they are aging. 
• The average R2 coefficient is 0.61 (at best an average fit).
• The models are not suitable for prediction and only indicate the main direction of change and the speed 

of aging of the staff in each discipline. 
• An analysis of the confidence intervals of the directional coefficients indicates that three rates of average 

annual aging can be distinguished:
• (1) 0.15-0.20; (2) 0.10-0.15; and (3) less than 0.10. 
• The first group ages on average one year every 5-7 years, the second every 7-10 years, and the third 

every 10 years or more.
• Slow aging - systematic aging in all areas. 

• So: an evolution in science in terms of the age of working scientists rather than a revolution: the aging 
process is slow but inexorable.
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24. Snapshot 2020: the Total Number of Active Scientists, by Discipline

• The snapshot view of where current 
research is located and how publishing 
scientists are distributed among 
disciplines.

• 40% of the whole global scientific 
workforce is engaged in medical 
research!

• In 2020 there were 950,000 scientists 
involved in medical research.

• The second discipline was biochemistry
with more than three times fewer 
publishing scientists (316,000 scientists), 
followed by physics, engineering
(160,000), and agriculture (145,000). 

• From among non-STEM disciplines, the 
largest is definitely sociology (with 
127,000);

• All other non-STEM disciplines are much 
smaller in size, generally in the range of 
30,000-50,000 scholars.
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• We are not focused on publications and 
their numbers (this type of data is easily 
available from bibliometric data sets).

• We are focused on individual scientists. 
• The absolute domination of the US 

research globally. 7 other major
contributing countries to the global 
research enterprise.

• Only 8 (OECD) countries in the world had 
about 100,000 active scientists or more in 
2020.

• The second group of countries included 
Australia, the Netherlands, South Korea, 
and Poland with a number of scientists in 
the 50,000-100,000 range.

• The majority of OECD countries (23) had no 
more than 30,000 publishing scientists in
2020.

25. Snapshot 2020: the Total
Number of Active Scientists,
by Country
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26. Men and Women Scientists: Disciplines (MFR)

• We study sex differences using a male to female ratio (MFR): we divide the number of male scientists by 
the number of female scientists.

• MFR higher than 1 reflects a greater number of men in a discipline (or country). 
• MFR lower than 1 reflects a greater number of women in a discipline (or country). 
• The largest number and percentage of female scientists are observed in MED medical sciences, followed 

by biochemistry, sociology, and agriculture. 
• Only four disciplines in which MFR is close to 1 or lower than 1: SOC sociology and PSYCH psychology

(and small IMMU immunology and VET veterinary). 
• The differences in the other non-STEM disciplines are substantial: in ECON economics, the FMR is 3.5

and in BUS business and economics and HUM humanities, 1.7. 
• SOC sociology: the number of men and women is almost equal and PSYCH psychology: a discipline in 

which women outnumber men. 
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27. Men and Women Scientists: 
Disciplines and MFR
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28. Men and Women
Scientists: Countries & MFR
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29. Men and Women Scientists: Countries & MFR

• Where women scientists publishing in 2020 in the OECD area are globally concentrated?

• Three quarters (75%) in five countries: the United States (300,000 women), followed by the UK 
(76,000), Italy (71,000), Germany (59,000), and France (53,000). 

• Almost a half (44.9%) of all female scientists globally - publish in Medical Sciences!

• Only in one third of countries the numbers are similar for men and women (that is, the MFR is 
in the 1.00-1.20 range): 

• Southern Europe (Spain, Italy, Portugal), 
• post-communist European countries (Slovenia, Poland, Estonia, Latvia), and
• a single Scandinavian country (Finland). 

• In Italy, the number of publishing man & women is almost equal. 

• Germany and Japan clearly stand out: in their gender publishing patterns, they are far away 
from the other largest systems.
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30. The Global Scientific
Workforce: Three Decades

• Figure 11 shows the changing numbers of scientists by 
discipline, with different scale of this increase. 

• Table 11 (next slide) shows the changes in five year 
periods, with the percentage change in 1990-2020. 

• The overall picture needs several elements: 
• the numbers at the starting point (1990),
• the numbers at the point of arrival (2020), and 
• the percentage change. 

• Again medical sciences dominated the picture.

• If we remove medical sciences from the picture, we can 
better see the changes in all the other disciplines.
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• An analysis of the percentage change
shows that the four largest disciplines 
increased by a factor of 2.5-2.6 (physics 
and biochemistry) and by a factor of 3.3
(engineering and medical sciences). 

• Disciplines which are expanding faster e.g. 
• computing (8.3), 
• business (7.1),  
• humanities (6.2) and sociology (6.2). 

• However, in nominal terms, the number 
of scientists involved in medical research 
increased by about 660,000, in 
biochemistry increased by about 200,000.
For sociology 106,000, humanities 34,000.

31. The Global Scientific
Workforce, Three Decades: 
Numbers & Disciplines
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32. New Academic Jobs
– Where They Emerge?
• Only in 6 disciplines more than 100,000 

new unique scientists in 30 years.

• MED. Medical sciences rule globally! More
new scientists than in the top 2-6 ranks
(shadowed); and much more than in the
remaning 17 disciplines (ranks 7-26)!

• Followed by BIO biochemistry, genetics, 
and molecular biology.
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• In terms of countries, about 
73% percent of scientists in
1990-2020 came from the six 
top countries, including 35%
from the United States.

• The differences are staggering: 
1.64 million scientists come 
from the USA.

• There are 10 countries with less 
than 10,000 scientists (omitted 
in Figure). 

• There are typical newcomers to 
global science in the list.

• Consider e.g. Poland, with 
76,000 scientists in 30 years -
and as many as 51,000 in 2020
alone! 

34. Scientists in 1990-
2020, by Country
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35. Distribution of Scientists by Age Group, Gender & Discipline (2020)
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36. Zoom on Young Scientists (Academic Age 10 & Less), 2020
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37. Zoom on Old Scientists (Academic Age > 30), 2020
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38. Final Words & Implications (1/2)

• Globalization of science & new data sets – offer new opportunities to examine scientists globally.

• New data sources and methodologies pays off: new large-scale global pictures possible.

• Age by itself as an important sociodemographic dimension of the global academic workforce.

• New raw (structured, commercial) Big Data useful in studying age profile and gender in science.

• From the publication to the scientists as a unit of analysis (as a new approach).

• Advantages and limitations of the approach suggested: a trade-off needed, new data come with their
limitations, no perfect data today (years-long criticism of bibliometrics pays off).

• All disciplines are slowly aging – but the speed of aging varies.

• Especially useful zooming in on smaller subsamples: e.g. selected disciplines, young scientists.
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39. Final Words & Implications (2/2)
• Long-term trend: more young women than young men scientists across all disciplines – a revolutionary

change, implications! 
• Productivity studies (women less productive) vs. demoghraphic studies (more young women scientists): 

huge untapped potential of female scientists!
• Ongoing concentration in global science: 

• Medical research dominates globally: 40% of all scientists globally (2020), including 44.9% of
women. 

• Three quarters (75%) of women scientists globally concentrated in 7 countries (2020).
• Three quarters (73%) of scientists in 1990-2020 globally came from 6 countries, one third (35%) 

from the USA.
• New jobs globally emerge in 6 disciplines (min. 100,000 new unique scientists in 1990-2020 each), 

medical sciences on top (660,000 – more than the other 5 disciplines).
• The global dimension of the science workforce as important as a traditional comparative cross-national

dimension.

• Thank you! (kwiekm@amu.edu.pl; Twitter: @Marek_Kwiek


